Electron microscopy of human hepatitis B virus cores by negative staining-carbon film technique.
The ultrastructure of the nucleocapsid component of human hepatitis B virus (core particle) was studied by negative staining-carbon film technique. Using this method an improved image of core particles was obtained in respect of resolution and contrast. Two-dimensional crystalline arrays of core particles were formed in vitro. Under these arrays the distance between the particle centers was 28.3 nm, corresponding to the capsid diameter, when analyzed through optical diffraction patterns. Positively stained images of these arrays revealed that core particles contain an electron-dense center of nucleoid-like area about 21 nm in diameter. The capsid surface rarely exhibited small capsomeres, ie, small spheres or ring-like structures measuring 4.0-4.2 nm. From the dimension of these structures and the analysis by Markham's rotational technique, it was suggested that each of these capsomeres is an individual subunit (monomer) and 180 of these subunits build up the core particle capsid according to the icosahedral symmetry (T = 3), but not clustering into distinct morphological features.